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A Poignant Comedy 
 
Logline: 
 

When Alex Moore's biological sister tracks her down during the last few weeks of 
high school, the sudden sisters embark on a spontaneous road trip to find their 
sperm-donor father with their odd-couple mothers in hot pursuit.   
 

Synopsis: 
 

Alex Moore always knew she was conceived from an anonymous sperm donor, but 
never really entertained the idea that there might be a sibling out there.  Thanks to 
social networking, her bio-sib Zoe Villar tracks her down.  The two couldn't be any 
more different.  Alex learns that her uptight, rule-follower mom, Tina has known about 
this for 6 years and has actually met Zoe's mother Cleo once before. "They're not 
exactly our kind of people". 
 
Zoe convinces the not-far-from-the-tree Alex to throw caution to the wind and take a 
risk and a road trip to meet their bio-dad.  Tina(mom) comes home late to discover 
Alex is gone and freaks out because it is weeks before graduation and Alex has huge 
responsibilities to the graduation festivities. 
 

Tina charges to the bar/club where she knows Cleo(Zoe’s mom) works (bg check) 
and convinces the laissez faire mother that they must go after the girls and get them 
to come home.  Tina has an OnStar tracking device, which tells her where the girls 
are.  When Alex won't answer her, Tina cuts off their financial lifeline, but thanks to 
Zoe's resourcefulness, the girls learn to take care of themselves through 
extraordinary experiences and some danger. 
 

Tina's controlling nature leads the moms into several hi jinx situations that are crazy 
and unexpected. Eventually Cleo's larger than life attitude is what frees Tina from a 
long held secret while Tina helps Cleo face her own emotional foibles. 
 

Through extreme character building experiences, the sisters grow up and learn to 
depend on each other while the mothers learn how to let go. 

 


